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This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for extending a family of 
point-to-set maps to a family of point-to-set maps which can be applied to abstract 
algorithms with global convergence, and also gives the convergence theorems of 
abstract algorithms with global convergence. The condition that the family of point- 
to-set maps is p-decreasing or p-increasing is not essential in the existing algorithm 
theory of the family of point-to-set maps [4, 5, 81. Corresponding to three abstract 
algorithms, three different concrete examples are provided, one of which (i.e., the 
variable metric method) can be obtained by neither Denel’s method of p-decreasing 
family of point-to-set maps nor M. Yue’s method of p-increasing family of point-to- 
set maps. b 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A point-to-set map is a multi-valued function defined on a space X and 
whose range are subsets of a space Y. This notion and the notions of 
continuity connected with it can be dated back to the turn of this century 
[lo]. Cesari and Rosen ([l, 2, 71, 1966) are the first to use continuity 
properties of point-to-set maps in the existence or convergence theorems of 
optimal control problems. Zangwill’s work [9] emerged in 1969 from the 
study of other forerunners with a synthesis of optimization methods and a 
unification of convergence demonstrations. Zangwill presented with the aid 
of point-to-set mapping a general algorithm covering quite a few nonlinear 
programming methods. His general algorithm, providing an incentive work 
on a synthesis of optimization methods, is still based on hypotheses that 
are too strong to permit a great number of applications. Many efforts have 
been made to extend his general algorithm by weakening the hypotheses 
and to represent conventional methods in the most general form. Denel’s 
work [4] stood out in 1977 and 1979 by introducing a new notion of con- 
tinuity tied with a p-decreasing family of point-to-set maps instead of one 
point-to-set map and thus extending classical continuities better adapted to 
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the construction of general algorithms. Along this line of research, M. Yue 
[S] introduced a p-increasing family of point-to-set maps and defined two 
convergence algorithms which include the results of Zangwill [9] and 
Huard [6] and which is a real extension of Denel by including the 
convergence of linearized method of centers with partial linearization. 
We discover in our research that neither p-decreasing nor p-increasing is 
essential although they play an important role in Denel [4], D. Du [S], 
and M. Yue’s work [S]. We obtain in this paper the sufficient and 
necessary conditions for extending a family of point-to-set maps to a family 
of point-to-set maps with (pseudo) upper continuity and provide three 
related abstract algorithms with global convergence (Section 3,4, and 5). 
Corresponding to three abstract algorithms three different concrete exam- 
ples are provided (Section 6), one of which (i.e., the variable metric 
method) can be obtained by neither Denel’s method of p-decreasing family 
of point-to-set maps nor M. Yue’s method of p-increasing family of point- 
to-set maps. 
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND SOME SIMPLE PROPERTIES 
The following notation and definitions are used throughout this paper. 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers. N, , N2, etc., are infinite subsets 
of N. E” is n-dimensional Euclidean space. 9(E) denotes the set of all 
subsets of E, where E E F. V(x) denotes a Euclidean neighbourhood of x 
for x E E”. X, Y, Z, etc., are compact subsets of E”. { xk E X, N} denotes a 
point sequence of xk E X, where k goes through N. 
(x,6X, N;} +x or simply {xk, N,} -+x means xk+x as k-+ co and 
k E Ni. If Ni = N, then we simply write xk -+ x for {x,, N;} -P x. R is the set 
of real numbers; R+ is the set of nonnegative real numbers. P is the subset 
of R+: [O,E)EPGR+, where E > 0 (remark: in general we can assume 
that 0 E P E R+ and P is dense at 0). For a E R, {ak E R, N) /” u means 
ak<a,+,forkENanda,-+a; (a,ER,N} ~ameansa,>a,+,fork~N 
and ak + a A family of point-to-set maps { H(p, . ) 1 p E P}, briefly H(p, ) 
or H if it does not lead to confusion, is obtained when regarding p as a 
parameter in the point-to-set map 
H(p, x): PxX-+s?qY). 
DEFINITION 1. A point-to-set map H: X -+ P( Y) is said to be upper 
continuous at x if 
V{X,EX, N} -+x 
V{Y~E Y,N)+.Y 
VkEN, Y,EW-G) 
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H is said to be upper continuous on X if H is upper continuous at every 
point of X. 
DEFINITION 2. A family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) ( PEP), H(p, .): 
X+ .P( Y) is said to be upper continuous (briefly IX.) at x if 
V{X,EX, iv) +x) 
H(p, .) is said to be upper continuous on X if it is upper continuous at 
every point x E X. 
DEFINITION 3. A family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 p E P}, H(p, .): 
X+ c!?( Y) is said to be pseudo upper continuous (briefly p.u.c.) at x if 
V{X,EX, iv} +x 
V{y~CN}+y *y~H(o,x). 
3p>0,3ko,y,~H(p,xk)fork3ko 1 
H(p, .) is said to be pseudo upper continuous on X if it is pseudo upper 
continuous at every point of X. 
DEFINITION 4. A family of point-to-set maps { H(p, .) 1 p E I’}, H(p, .): 
X + LP( Y) is said to be regular at x E X if 
ff(O,x)#0*~~,>0, Vp:Odp~po, ffh x) + 0. 
H(p, . ) is said to be regular on X if it is regular at every point of X. 
DEFINITION 5. A family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 p E P}, H(p, .): 
X+ P(Y) is said to be uniformly regular at x E X if 
H(0, x) # fzl* 3 p. > 0 and V(x), 
forVp:O<p<p,andVtEXn V(x) 
we have H(p, t) # 0. H(p, .) is said to be uniformly regular on X if it is 
uniformly regular at every point of X. 
DEFINITION 6. A family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) I p E P}, H(p, .): 
X + 9’( Y) is said to be monotonously increasing (decreasing) if 
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LEMMA 2.1. Zf a family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 PEP}, H(p, .): 
H + 9( Y), is uniformly refular at XE X, and tf there exist sequences 
(x,G N} --+x9 {pk~P,N}-+O such that H(p,,x,)=@ (ItkeN), then 
H(0, x) = 0. 
Proof It is direct by definition. Also see [4, Proposition 21. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf a family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 pi P}, H(p, .): 
X -+ 9( Y), is pseudo upper continuous at x E X, then for any p >, 0 we have 
H(P, xl E WO, x). 
Proof Let xk =x, y, E y, y E H(p, x) in the definition of pseudo upper 
continuous. The conclusion follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf a family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 p E P}, H(p, .): 
X + 9(Y), is both pseudo upper continuous and monotonously increasing, 
then for any (p, x) E P x X we haoe H(p, x) = H(0, x). 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf a family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 p E P}, H(p, .): 
X + 9(Y), is upper continuous at x E X, then 
(i) H(0, x) is closed; 
(ii) H(0, x) = 0 =s= 3p,, 3 V(x), Vp: 0 d p d pO, Vt E X n V(x), 
Hh t) = 0; 
(iii) x q! H(0, x) =S 3p,, 3 V(x), Vp: 0 < p d p,,, Vt E X n V(x), 
t$H(p, t). 
Proof For (y, E H(0, x), N} + y, take xk - x, tk E 0, we have 
y E H(0, x) by the upper continuity of H at x E X. Thus H(0, x) is closed. 
Both (ii) and (iii) can be proved by the contradiction argument. In the 
proof of (ii) we need the fact that Y is compact. 1 
It is obvious that we have the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If a family of point-to-set maps {H(p, .) 1 p E P} is 
upper continuous on X, then the sets {x E X 1 H(0, x) = /zr } and {x E X 1 x # 
H(0, x)} are (refatiuety) open. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zf a family of point-to-set maps { H(p, .) I p E P} is 
both uniformly regular and upper continuous on X, and if there exist x, y E X 
such that H(0, x) = 0 and H(0, y) # 0, then X is not connected. 
Proof In fact, let 
A=(xEX( H(O,x)=@}, B= {x~xl H(O,x)#0} 
then X = A u B, A # 0, B # 0. A is relatively open by Corollary 2.5. B is 
relatively open by Definition 5. 1 
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3. PEUSO UPPER CONTINUOUSIZATION 
OF A FAMILY OF POINT-TO-SET MAPS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {H(p, .) 1 p E P}, H(p, .) : X+9(Y) be a family of 
point-to-set maps and f a continuous function on Xv Y; then there exists a 
family of point-to-set maps {Q(p, .) 1 p E P}, Q(p, .): X-r 9( Y) satisfying 
(Al) V’(p,x)~PxX=>H(p,x)cS2(p,x), 
(A21 V(p,x)~f'xX Vy~Q(p,x)=>f(y)>f(x), and 
(A3) {Q(p, .) ( p E P} is pseudo upper continuous on X 
zf and drily tf there exists a function a(p, x) : P x X -+ R satisfying 
(~1) vl(~~x)~PxX Vy~H(p,x)~f(y)~f(x)+cr(p,x), and 
(x2) VPEP, V{x,EX,N}*~,,,cr(p,x,)BO. 
Proof Let { O(p, ) 1 p E P} b e a family of point-to-set maps satisfying 
(Al), (A2), and (A3). Define 
dP, xl= 
Wf(y)I YEQ(P,~)}-~(~) if Q(p, x) # 0 
SUP{f(X) IXEXU Y) -f(x) if sZ(p, x) = 0. 
(al) holds obviously. From (A2), we have a(p, x) 20 for V(p, X)E Px X. 
Thus (a2) holds. 
Now let ~$p, x): Px X+ R satisfy (~1) and (~2). Define 
It is obvious that (Al) holds for p # 0. For Vp 2 0, Vx E X, taking xk E x, 
by (~2) we have cr(p, x) 2 0. Hence (A2) holds; also (Al) holds for p = 0. 
Assumethat(p,x,y)EPxXxY,p>O,{~~EX,N}--tX,{y~EY,N}--,y, 
3k,,, for Vk>k,, HEN, y,~Q(p,x~). If p>O, then f(yk)>f(xk)+ 
cr(p, xk) for k E N. Let k -+ co, by the continuity of f and (cr2) we have 
f(Y)~f(x)+lim,+, ol(p, x,+) 3 f(x); that is y~Q(0, x). Thus (A3) is 
proved. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (H(p, .) 1 PEP}, H(p, .):X-+9(Y) be a family of 
point-to-set maps with H(p, x) # 0 for (p, x) E P x X and f a continuous 
function on Xu Y. Then there exists a family of point-to-set maps 
{Q(p, .) I PEP}, Q(p, .):X-+9(Y) satisfying 
(Al) V(p,x)~PxX=>H(p,x)c~2(p,x), 
642') V(p,x)~PxX,Vy~SZ(p,x)~f(y)>f(x), and 
(A3) {Q(p, .) I p E P} is pseudo upper continuous on X 
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if and only if there exists a function cc@, x): P x X -+ R satisfying 
(al) W,X)EPXK VYEH(P,x)~f(Y)>,f(x)+~(P,x), 
(~2’) V~EP, V{x,~X,N}~lim,,,cr(p,x~)>O, and 
(a3’) V(&X)EPXX, V{X,EX,N} +X*!jLlk+m a(p,x,)>cc(O,x). 
Proof: Let {Q(p, .) 1 p E P} be a family of point-to-set maps satisfying 
(Al), (A2’), and (A3). Define 
4~~ xl = Wf(y) I Y EQ(P, xl> -f(x). 
(~1) holds obviously. Furthermore we have 
Vl(P,X)EPXX vYEn(P,X)=>f(Y)~f(x)+a(P,x). (*I 
Now we show (~2’) by contradiction argument. If there exist p > 0 and 
{xk E X, N} such that 
lim Q, x/J 6 0; 
k-a 
then by the definition of hr~ and the fact that X is compact, there exist 
xEXand N,cNwith 
lim cr(p, xk) Q 0, 
kkz/e 
{x,c, N,} +x. (3.1) 
Taking Ed > 0 with { sk, N, } --+O, there exists yk~52(p, xk) with 
Wf(v) I YEQ(P, 4 +w-f(~~), 
i.e., cr(p, xk) > f( yk) -f(xk) - sk for k E N, . (3.2) 
Since Y is compact, there exist N, E N, and y E Y with { yk, N2} -+ y. Let 
{k, N2} + cc in (3.2); we obtain from (3.1) and the continuity off that 
0 2f(Y) -f(x). 
But by (A3), y E Q(0, x). Hence the above inequality contradicts (A2). 
We also show (a3’) by contradiction argument. If there exists (p, x) E 
P x X and {xk E X, N} such that 
{xkeX, N} +x and lim a, Xk) < 40, x), 
k-s 
then there exists N, c N with 
hNl)-*x and lim dp, xk) <f-40, xl. (3.3) kk~~ 
I 
409/153/Z-9 
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Taking &k > 0 with {&k, N, } + 0, there exists yk E &I, xk) with 
inf{f(y) 1 .w%hXk)} +&k>fbk)? 
i.e., a(p, xk) >f( yk) -f(xk) - &k for k E Nl . (3.4) 
Since Y is compact, there exists N, s N, and y E Y with { y,, N2} + y. Let 
{k, N2} + cc in (3.4); we obtain from (3.3) and the continuity off that 
409 xl >f(Y)-f(x), i.e., f(y) <f(x) + 40, x). 
But by (A3), ye Q(O, x); thus (*) must hold for this 0, x, and y, which 
contradicts the above inequality. 
NOW let a(p, x):P x X+ R satisfy (al), (a2’), and (~3’). Define 
(Al) holds obviously. For Vp 20, VXE X, taking xk EX, by (~2) we have 
x(p, x) > 0; hence (A2’) holds. 
If {xk EX, N} +x, { ykE Y, N} -+ y, PEP iS such that there exists k,, 
for Vk 2 ko, k E N, y, E Q(P, x,), then f( yk) >f(Xk) + a(/% xk). Let {k, N} 
--+a, by (Cr3’) we have f(y)~f(x)+lim,,,or(p,x,)~f(x)+cr(O,X), 
that is y~Q(0, x). (A3) is proved. i 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are two different versions of pseudo upper 
continuousization theorem. Theorem 3.2 has more direct application to the 
algorithm, since we need the extended family of point-to-set maps to 
increase the value of objective function, and the algorithm stops when 
H(p, x) = 0. But Theorem 3.1 is still useful, as we can exclude the points 
x E X for which there exists y E O(0, x) such that f(y) = f(x). (Put them in 
M in the following hypothesis (Hl ).) 
Now we have algorithm (ALl) under hypothesis (Hl) and a con- 
vergence theorem. 
(Hl). Let {Q(p, .) 1 p E P}, Q(p, .): X+9(X) be a family of point-to- 
set maps and ME X satisfying 
(i) @#{xEX~Q(O,X)=@ orx~Q(0,x)}~M, 
(ii) {WP, -1 I P E PI is uniformly regular on X, 
(iii) f: X + R is a continuous function such that 
V’(P, x) E P x (X\M), vY’YQSZ(P,x)*f(Y)2fb); 
Vx E X\M, vY’YQuhx)=-f(Y)>f(x)? 
and 
(iv) sZ(p, .) is pseudo upper continuous on X\M. 
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ALGORITHM (ALl). Let x0 E X be the starting point and pO> 0 be the 
starting parameter, and let /I E (0, 1) 
Step k : If xk E M, then stop; 
if xk $ A4, then 
if ,sZ(p,, xk) = a, then 
X k+l =xk 
O<Pk+I G&k 
if Q(pk, xk) # 0, then xk+,EQ(pk>xk) 
Pk+I=Pk 
End of step k. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the hypothesis (H 1 ), algorithm (AL1 ) either 
terminates at xk E M in a finite number of steps, or constructs an infinite 
sequence, a subsequence of which has all its accumulation points in M. 
Proof. Let {xk, N} be the infinite sequence generated by the algorithm. 
Denote 
then VkEN'*Xk+,=X,, O<p,+,d,Ipk. Denote 
N*= {kENI ~(pk,xk)+@}; 
then VkEN2=xk+1 ESZ(pk, xkh Pk+l =Pk. 
Obviously N = N’ u N2. If N’ is infinite, then any accumulation point of 
{xk, N’} belongs to M. In fact, let {xk, N,} + x*(N, EN’), since pk -+ 0, 
by Lemma 2.1, we have Q(0, x*) = 0, i.e., x* EM. 
If N’ is not infinite, then there exists k, E N such that Vk 2 k,, k E Na 
k E N*. pk = pko (VkE N*). We prove that any accumulation point of 
{xk, N*} belongs to M. Let N, c N2 with {xk, N,} +x*, and let N, c N, 
with {Xk+l,kEN2} -+x**. Both f(x*) and f(x**) are the limit of 
{ f(x,), N} Since f iS COntinuOuS and { f(xk), N} is nondecreasing (by 
(Hl)(iii)) and bounded above (as Y is compact). Hence f(x*) = f(x**). If 
x* $M, then by the pseudo upper continuity of Sz on X\M we have 
x** EQ(O, x*). By (Hl)(iii) we have f(x**) > f(x*). This contradiction 
shows that x* EM. 1 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 still holds when we replace (iii) and (iv) of (Hl) 
by the condition (al), (a2’), and (a3’) of Theorem 3.2 (now the domain is 
X\M) and other conditions of (Hl) remain unchanged. 
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4. UPPER CONTINUOUSIZATION OF A FAMILY 
OF POINT-TO-SET MAPS 
We introduce a lemma in order to prove Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that N = N, v N,, where both N, and N, are 
infinite. Let thee sequence {elk E R, N} be such that 
Then 
Proof: For arbitrary E > 0, there exists k, EN, such that k 2 k,, 
kEN,*c?k>/?-&E, and kZEN2 such that k>k,, kEN,=a,>/l,-&. 
Taking k’ = max(k,, k2) we have k > k’, k E N =E= ak3 min(/?, , /?*) -E. Since 
E is arbitrary, this concludes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let { H(p, .) I p E P}, H(p, . ): X + S(Y) be a famiZy of 
point-to-set maps and f(x) a continuous function defined on XU Y. Then 
there exists a family of point-to-set maps {Q(p, .) 1 p E P} from X to g(Y) 
satisfying 
(Al) V(~,x)~PxX~H(p,x)cn(p,x), 
(AZ) V(p,x)~pxX v~~Q(p,x)*f(y)>f(x), and 
(A3) {Q(p, .) I p E P} is upper continuous on X 
if and only zf there exists a function cr(p, x): P x X + R satisfying 
(al) ~(p,x)~Pxx~cr(p,x)>o, 
(~2) V(p,x)~pxX Vy~H(p,x)=-f(y)2f(x)+&x),and 
(a3) a(p, x) is lower semi-continuous on (0) x X. 
Proof: Assume that there exists a family {sZ(p, .) 1 p E P} of point-to-set 
maps satisfying (Al )-( A3 ). Define 
N(P, x)= 
i 
Wf(y)l yEQ(p,x)l-f(x) if Q(p,x)#@ 
SUP{f(Y) I YE J/u y> -f(x) if Q(p, x) = 0. 
By (A2) we obtain (crl), and by (Al) we obtain (a2). (~3) is proved as 
follows. 
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Let x E X, and { (pk, xk) E P x X, N} + (0, x) we show that 
!hl a(p,, Xk) 3 a(0, x) (4.1) k-+x 
according to two cases. 
Case 1. Q(0, x) = 0. 
In this case we have ~(0, x) = sup(f(y) 1 y~Xu Y} -f(x). It is 
impossible to have infinite subsequence N, of N with Q(p,, XJ # @ 
(kc N,). Otherwise 3y, EQ(P~, xk) (HEN,) and 3N,sN,, 3y~ Y with 
f t y,, N,} + y since Y is compact. By (A3) we obtain y E Q(0, x), a 
contradiction. Hence Jk,, Qk 2 k,, k EN=> O(p,, xk) = @, i.e., 
a(p,,x,)=sup{f(y) I ,YEXU Y)-f(x,). 
By the continuity off we obtain (4.1). 
Case 2. Q(0, x) # 0. 
In this case we have cr(0, x) = inf{f( y) 1 y E Q(0, x)} -f(x). 
If So, Vk 3 k,, k E N* Q(pk, xk) = @, then by the definition of a and 
the continuity off we obtain (4.1). 
If 3ko, Vk3 k,, k E N*Q(pk, xk) # fa, then taking Ed > 0, E, + 0 we 
have yk E Q(pk, xk) satisfying 
infLf(y) I YEW,, xk)l +h>.fl~~). 
By the definition of c1 we have 
a(p,,x,)>f(Yk)-f(xk)-Ek 
taking I&, by the continuity off we obtain 
lim a,, x,)2 lim f(Yk)-f(X). 
k-n. k-cc 
Let Lf(~k)~ N,} -+lim,,, f( yk), where N, c N. Since Y is compact, 
~N,GN,, 3~6 Y with {yk,Nz) +y. By (A3) we have y~Q(0,x). Hence 
lim a(p,, xk) >f( y) -f(x) 2 a(0, x). 
k-m 
If N=N, UN,, Q(pk,xk)=O(Vk~N1), Q(pk,x,)#O (VkEN,), then 
we have, from the proof given above, that 
lim a(p,, xk) 2 a(0, x) (i= 1, 2). 
kk2$ 
By Lemma 4.1 we have (4.1). 
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If there exists a function a(p, x): P x X + R satisfying (alt(a3), then we 
define {Q(p, x) 1 p E P} as follows: 
Q(pyx)= ~;P;:,f(y)2f(x)+a(o,x)] i 
if p#O 
if p = 0. 
Obviously, (Q(p, x) 1 p E P} satisfies (Al) and (A2). In order to prove (A3) 
we take 
VXEX, ‘{ (Pk, xk) Ep ’ x, N, + (O, x), v{ y, E f+,, x,), N} + y; 
we should prove y E Q(0, x). By (a2) and the definition of D we have 
f(yk) >f(Xk) + a(pky xkh 
Thus we have 
h f(yk) a lim f(Xk) + lim a(Pk2 xk)s 
k-m k-m k-m 
By (a3) and the continuity off we have 
f(y) >f(x) + WI x). 
Hence y E Q(0, x). 1 
THEOREM 4.3. Let {H(p, .) 1 p E P}, H(p, .): X-+ 9(Y) be a family of 
point-to-set maps such that for (p, x) E P x X, H(p, x) # 0 and H(p, x) is 
closed. Let f be a continuous function defined on Xv Y. Then there exists a 
family of point-to-set maps {sZ(p, . ) ( p E P) from X to 9(Y) satisfying 
(Al) V(p, x) E P x X=> H(p, x) c Q(p, x), O(p, x) is closed, 
642) V(p,x)~PxX,Vy~52(p,x)~f(y)>f(x), and 
(A31 {Q(w) I PEPI is upper continuous on X 
zf and only tf there exists a function a(p, x) : P x X + R satisfying 
(al) V(p,x)cPxXacr(p,x)>O, 
(a2) V(P,X)EPXX, Vy~H(p,h-)~f(y)~f(x)+a(p,x), ana’ 
(a3) a(p, x) is lower semi-continuous on (0) xX. 
Proof Assume that there exists a family { Q(p, . ) 1 p E P} of point-to-set 
maps satisfying (Al)-(A3). Q(p, x) is compact since O(p, x) is closed and 
a subset of compact set Y. Thus we can define 
ah x)=min(f(y) I YEQ(P,x)I -f(x). 
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By (A2) we obtain (crl), and by (Al) we obtain (1x2). (a3) is proved as 
follows. 
Let x E X, and { (pk, xk) E P x X, N} + (0, x). We show that 
lim a(p,, xk) 2 a(0, x). 
k-?: 
By the definition of a there exists Y&E Q(p&, xk) such that 
f(yk)=min(f(y) 1 YES2bk9 xk))y 
then 
Taking lim we obtain, by the continuity off, that 
Let {f(Y&)? Nl) +limk+rnf(yk)~ where N, EN. Since Y is compact, 
3N, S A’, ,gy E Y with { y&, N,} + y. By (A3) we have y E .Q(O, x). Hence 
lim a(pk, xk)af(y)-f(x)>a(o, x). 
k-a 
Now assume that there exists a function a(p, x): P x X--P R satisfying 
(al )-(a3). We define {Q(p, x) 1 p E P} as follows: 
Q(p’x)= ~$Yilf(p)Bj”(x)+a(x)+a(O,x)) I 
if p#O 
if p = 0. 
Obviously, {Q(p, x) ) p E P} satisfies (A2); H(p, x) E Q(p, x) for V(p, x) E: 
P x X, and Q(p, x)(p # 0) is closed for Vx E X. In order to prove (A3) we 
take 
‘txP Y)Exx Y,v{(p,,x,)~Px~,~} +(0,x), V{y,d(pk,Xk),N} +Y; 
we should prove y E Q(0, x). By (a2) and the definition of 52 we have 
f(y&) af(Xk) + a(Pk, xk). 
Thus we have 
h f(yk) 2 ha ftxk) + h a(pk, xk). 
k-cc k-tee k-cc 
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By (~3) and the continuity off we have 
f(y)Zf(x)+@,x). 
Hence y E 52(0, x). Now by Lemma 2.4(i), Q(0, x) is closed for x E X. 1 
Remark. The restriction that Q(p, x) is closed is not too much for 
applications since constrained sets of mathematical programming of 
continuous functions are closed generally. 
Now we consider algorithm (AL2) under hypothesis (H2). 
(H2). Let (H(p, -) 1 p E P> be a .famiiy of point-to-set maps from X to 
Y(X) satisfying 
(i) @#{xEXI H(O,x)=@ or XEH(O,X))EMGX, 
(ii) H(p, x) is uniformly regular on X, 
(iii) f: X -+ R is a continuous function such that 
and 
(iv) H(p, x) is upper continuous on X\M. 
ALGORITHM (AL2). Let {pk~ R+, N) L 0 be given and X,EX the 
starting point. 
Step k: If xk E M, then stop; 
if xk + M, then iterate according to the following rule, 
if H(p,, xk) = 0 or xk E H(p,, x,), then take xk+, = xk, otherwise take 
xk+ I EH(Pk, xk). 
Replace Pk by Pk + 1’ 
End of Step k. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let f and (H(p, . ) 1 p E P j satisfy (iii) and (iv) of (H2). 
Then for any x0 E X\A4, there exists V(x,) and p. > 0 such that 
Vx’ E (X\M) l-7 V(x,), VPE m PO13 
Vx”~H(p,x’)=~f(x”)>f(x~). 
Proof We prove by contradiction. If the lemma does not hold, then 
~X,E~\~,~{pk~R+,~}~~,~{x~~~\~,~}~~,,~{x;~H(pk,x~),~} 
such that f(xi) < f(x,,) (VkEN). Since X is compact, there exist N, G N 
and x6 E X such that {xl, N, } + xi. By (iv) we have xl E H(0, x,,). By the 
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continuity of f we have f(xi) <f(xo). Since x0 $ M, by (iii) we have 
f(xi) > f(x,), a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 4.5. Under hypothesis (H2), algorithm (AL2) either terminates 
at X~E M in a finite number of steps, or constructs an infinite sequence 
having all its accumulation points in M. 
Proof: Obviously we can suppose xk 4 M (Vk E N). By the algorithm 
and (H2)(iii), {f(xk), N} h as a limit for being monotonously increasing 
and bounded. At first, it is impossible to have a k, E N such that Vk 2 
k, * H(p,, xk) = a, for otherwise H(0, xka) = Qr since xk c x~, and 
{H(P> .) I P4 is uniformly regular. This contradicts the fact that xkO $ M. 
Let x* be any accumulation point and {x,, N, } --) x*. 
If 3k,EN,, Vkak,, kENI jH(pk, x,)= 0, then H(0, x*)= 0, i.e., 
x* E M since { H(p, .) ( p E P} is uniformly regular. 
If 3k,EN,,Vk>k,, kEN,=>xkEH(pk,xk), then x*EH(O,X*), i.e., 
x* E M since H is upper continuous. 
If 3k,EN,, Vk>k,, k E N, * WP,, X/c) # 0, xk $ ffbk, xk), then 
xkf 1 E H(p,, xk). If x* $ M, then f(xk+ r) >f(x*) for sufficiently large 
k E N, by Lemma 4.3. But from what we have mentioned before, 
{f(xk), N} has a limit. {f(xk), N,) 7 f(x*) since f(x) is continuous, 
which implies that Vkc N,, f(xk) <f(x*). This contradiction show that 
.f+EM. 
In general, there always exists N, G N, such that {xk, N2} satisfies one 
of the above three cases; hence we have always x* E M. 1 
Remark. (1) If the family of point-to-set maps { H(p, .) / p E P} is 
monotonously increasing, then Theorem 2 in [S] is obtained with (ii) in 
(H2) cancelled and others in (H2) unchanged. 
(2) If H(p,, xk) = 0, then computing stops. Hence if the algorithm 
constructs an infinite sequence {xk, N}, then H(p,, xk) # 0 (VkE N). 
5. APPLICATION TO THE Two STAGES ABSTRACT ALGORITHM 
Let f be a continuous function defined on X, and 
P,(P’>d I P1EP},52,(P1,.)):X~~(Y), 
and 
{Q2(P2, .? .)Ip*EP},R*(p*,.,.):Xx Y+??(X) 
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two families of point-to-set maps. Denote 
and 
Consider the following two stage abstract algorithm. 
ALGORITHM (AL3). Let X~E X be the starting point and &>O 
(i = 1,2) the starting parameters, /I E (0, 1). 
Step k: 
(I) Compute xk + 1 . If xk E M, then stop. Otherwise compute xk+ , as 
follows: 
(i) If ~i(p~,Xk)=O, then xk+I=xk? 
If 0, (p:, xk) # 0, then yk E Ql (pi, xk)s Go to (ii) 
(ii) If ii?2(p& xk, yk)=@ or xkER2(p:? xk, yk)? then Xk+lzXk. 
Otherwise, xk + I E s2,b:, xk, yk). 
(II) Replace p: and p: by pk+ i and p:, I as follows: 
(i) If Q, (pi, xk) = 0, then pi,, <BP; (i= 1,2), 
(ii) When 52, is pseudo upper continuous (Qi is p.u.c. on X\M, 0, 
is p.u.c. on (X\M) x Y respectively, the same as follows) 
if Q,(pb, )=a, then pk+i G/Q;; 
if Q,(p:, ) # 0, then pk+ i = pk. 
(iii) When Qi is upper continuous, 
Pf;+1 a& 
(H3). (i) s2, is uniformly regular on X and Q2 is uniformly regular on 
xx Y. 
(ii) R, (i= 1, 2) is either pse u d 0 upper continuous or upper continuous. 
(iii) (a) Ifat Zeast one ofsZ, (i = 1, 2) is pseudo upper continuous, then 
vx E x\A4, vp’EP\(o) (i= 1,2), 
VYEQ&‘, xl, \Jz E Q*(P2, 4 Y) *f(z) >.f(x). 
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(b) If both s2, and 522 are upper continuous, then V XE X\M, 
Vlp’eP (i= 1, 2), Vy~52,(p’, x), if x$sZ,(p2, x, y), then 
Qz E Q2(P2, x2 y) *f(z) >f(x). 
Similar to Lemma 4.3 we have Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. rf(H3)(iii)(b) holds, then Vx, E X\M, 3 V(x,), 3~; E P\(O) 
(i= 1,2) such that Vx’ E (X\M) n V(x,), Vp’ E [0, p;], VJP* E [0, pi], 
vy’ EL?, (p’, x’) vx2 E Q,(p2, x1, y’) G-f(X2) >f(x,). 
Proof If the conclusion does not hold, then 3x, E X\M, 
3{XkEX\M, N} +x0, qp:,q+o, qp:,N}+o, 3Y:EQ,(P:,x:), 
3x: E R,(p,?j, x:, y:) such that 
fG$) Gf(xo). (5.1) 
Since both X and Y are compact, 3N, c N, 3y* E Y, 3x* E X such that 
i Y:, N, > + Y*, N? N13 -+x*. By the upper continuity of Q, and Q2 we 
have 
Y*EQl(o, x0), x* EQ*(O, x0, Y*). 
Since x0&M, we have x0$ Q,(O, x0, y*); hence f(x*) >f(xo) by 
(H3)(iii)(b). But by the continuity of j” and (5.1) we have f(x*)<f(x,). 
This is a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Under hypothesis (H3), the algorithm (AL3) either 
terminates at X~E A4 in a finite number of steps, or constructs an infinite 
sequence {x,, N}. If at least one of 0, and Sz, is pseudo upper continuous, 
then there exists a subsequence N, G N, every accumulation point of 
{xk, N, } belongs to M. If both Sz, and !S2 are upper continuous, then every 
accumulation point of {xk, N} belongs to M. 
Proof It is obvious that if the algorithm terminates in a finite number 
of steps then the last point must be in M. Let {xk, N} be an infinite 
sequence constructed by the algorithm. Denote 
N’ = (kE N I Q, (P:, -+I = 0>; 
then VkfN’=>xk+, =xk, pi,, <PP~ (i= 1,2). Denote 
N2={k~NI~,(~:,xk)Z02j,~2(~~,xk,~k)=0}, 
then 
QkEN= 
if Q, is p.u.c. 
“xk+l =xk, if 52, is uc. ’ 
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Denote 
N3={kENI y,E52,(p:,xk),xk~~*(P:,xk,Yk)}, 
then 
VkeN3*xkt1=xk,p;c+, 
=pZ if Q, is p.u.c. 
a4 if Q, is U.C. 
(i= 1, 2). 
N3 is empty t ‘Y 
N4= {keN 
then 
VkEN 4 
(H3)(iii)(a) if at least one of 52, and a2 is p.u.c. Denote 
Pb+1 
=P : if Qi is p.u.c. 
<BP: if Qi is u.c. ’ 
(i = 1, 2). 
We represent he procedure of the proof as follows. 
(1) N’ is infinite 
(2) N’ is finite 
(2.1) N2 is infinite 
(2.2) N2 is finite 
(2.2.1) N 3 is infinite 
(2.2.2) N3 is finite= 
3N4 is infinite. 
(1) N’ is infinite. Since pk+, $ jlp: (Vk E N’), we have p: -+ 0 and since 
Q2, is uniformly regular, every accumulation point of {xk, N’ ) belongs to 
M by Lemma 1.1. 
(2) N’ is finite; that is, 3k,EN, Vk>k,, kcN*Q,(p:,xk)#(ZI 
If O1 is p.u.c., then p: = p:,. 
If Q1 is u.c., then pi + , G pk. 
In this case either (2.1) or (2.2) must happen. 
(2.1) N2 is infinite. p: -+ 0 because of the fact that p:, 1 < /?pE 
(k2 k,, kE N’). We can prove that every accumulation point of {xk, N2} 
belongs to M. In fact, let N, c N2 with {xk, N, } --f x* E X. Since Y is 
compact, 3 N, c Ni such that { yk, N,} -+ y* E Y. Since 
pk = pk, if O1 is p.u.c. 
p:-+OifQ, isu.c. 
7 
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we have y* E Q, (0, x*). Since Q, is uniformly regular, we have 
sZ,(O, x*, y*) = @, i.e., x* EM. 
(2.2) N* is finite, that is, 3k,>,k,, Vkbk,, keN*kEN’uN“, 
p: E pi, if Q, is p.u.c. 
2 pk + 1 < /?p: if Q, is U.C. 
Now either (2.2.1) or (2.2.2) must happen. 
(2.2.1) N3 is infinite. We prove that every accumulation point of 
{xk, N3} belongs to M. In fact, let N, G N3 with {x,, N,} +x* E X. Since 
Y is compact, 3 N, EN, such that { yk, N,} + y* E Y. Since Vk E N2 E 
N3*YkE~,(Pi,Xk), xk~Q2b~?xkyykh we have Y*~~l(oyX*)3 
x* E Q,(O, x*, y*), i.e., x* E M, by taking limits as (k, N2} + cc and using 
the p.u.c. of Qi (p; = p;,) or the U.C. of Qi (p: + 0) ((H3)(ii)). 
(2.2.2) N3 is finite. Now N4 is infinite, that is, 3k,, k, 3 
max{k,,k,}, Vk>k3, keN -k E N4. We prove that every accumulation 
point of {xk, N4} belongs to M. 
Let N, E N4 with {xk, N,} +x*. {f(Xk), N} has a limit for being 
monotonously increasing and bounded. Now since {xk, N,} -+x*, f is 
continuous, we have (f(xk), N} 7 f(x*). 
First we consider the case that at least one of Q, and 52, is p.u.c. Since 
both X and Y are compact, 3N, E N, such that { y,, N,} -+ y* E Y, 
{x N2}+x** k+l> EX. Since ykEQ1(p~?xk)T Xk+l~R2(d?Xk,Yk), by 
using p.u.c. and U.C. of Q2, we have 
Y* (5 Q, (0, x*1, x** E Q,(O, x*, y*). 
If x* $M, then by (H3)(iii)(a) f(x**) >f(x*), which contradicts the 
uniqueness of limit of {f(xk), N). 
Second we consider the case that both Q, and Q, are U.C. If x* 4 A4, then 
by Lemma 5.1 we have f(xk)>f(x*) for sufficiently large k, which 
contradicts the fact that {f(xk), N} tends to f(x*) increasingly. 
In the proof given above, when Q, is p.u.c., every accumulation point of 
txk, N’), fxk, N 3 }, or { xk , N” } belongs to A4 only if N’ is finite, in which 
p: is unchanged as k --f cc and p.u.c. of Q, can be used. Similarly, when Q, 
is p.u.c., every accumulation point of { xk, N3 } and { xk, N4} belongs to A4 
only if N2 is finite. 
If N’ is an infinite proper subsequence of N, denote iV’ = N\N’, then we 
cannot obtain any conclusion for the accumulation points of {xk, N’ } if Q, 
is p.u.c. Because p: is changed this time {p: -+ 0), it is impossible to use 
p.u.c. of Qi. The condition of pi L 0 can be used if Q, is u.c., and the 
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condition of pi L 0 can be used if Q, is U.C. Hence every accumulation 
point of (xk, N} belongs to M if both Q, and 52, are U.C. Details are not 
presented here. 1 
Remark. This convergence theorem can be generalized to the algorithm 
with m stages. Let 52, be families of point-to-set maps with parameters p’: 
Q,(P’, xl: X-+9(Y,), 
Q*W, 4 ,d): xx y, -P(Y,), 
. . . 
f2,(pm,x,yl )...) y”-‘):XxY,x . ..xY._,+P(X). 
We must follow the principle of (H3) when we give conditions to Qi and 
design the algorithm. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we give some applications of the previous abstract 
algorithms to concrete optimization problems. Some examples which we 
give are new and the corresponding families of point-set-maps are neither 
p-increasing nor p-decreasing, so we cannot apply the abstract algorithms 
in [4, 81. 
6.1. A Steepest Ascent Algorithm with Inexact Line Search 
AL1 is a version of Algorithm Al of [4] which leads to an optimization 
algorithm introduced by Huard [6]. Define the family of point-to-set maps 
{Q(p, x) 1 pep} by (P, I p >O} as given in [4, p. 581 for Al; it is easy to 
see that the use of AL1 with this family generates the same sequence as Al 
of [4] does and that the hypothesis is satisfied. 
Now we apply AL1 to the steepest ascent algorithm with inexact line 
search. Let us consider the problem of maximizing a continuously differen- 
tiable concave function f in E”. Let g(x) =Vf(x), a = (2-j ) iEN}, 
0 < r < 1, the algorithm is described as follows: 
Take any x, E E”, tll = 1, /? E (0, 1) as initial values. 
Step k: If g(xk) = 0, then stop. Otherwise, 
if &>u(xk)=max{aEa 1 f(xk+ &xk))af(xk) + fxrg(xk)Tg(xk)}? then 
X k+l’Xky ak+l E (0, fl, ak), otherwise xk+ 1 = xk + a(xk) g(xk), xk+ 1 = c(k. 
End of step k. 
It is obvious that the above algorithm is an application of ALl, if we 
define X= {xEE” If(x)>f(x,)}, M= (xGXJ g(x)=O), P= (0) ub2 
and define the point-to-set maps as follows: 
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i 
{Y~Wf(Ybf(XH if p=O 
Q(PY xl = 1 YE x I f(Y) 2f(x) + mWg(x)) if O<p<a(x) 
IZI if p>@(x) 
for x E X, where CC(X) =max{a E rX ) j(x + ccg(x)) >f(x) + ctrg(x)Tg(x)}. 
Let us show that the assumption Hl is satisfied. 
Hi(i) holds since Q(0, x) = @ =E. x is a globe maximum point * g(x) = 
O=XEM and x$sZ(O,x) for every XEX. 
Suppose that sZ(0, X) # 0. Then g(X) = 0 since f is concave. Hence there 
exists a neighbourhood V(X) of X such that g(x) #O for all XE V(X). 
Without loss of generality, assume that I’(%) is compact. If there is a 
sequence of points {xk} with X~E V(X) for all k E N and CC(X~) + 0 as 
k+ co, we can assume {xk, N} -+ x0 E V(X). g(xO) # 0 implies that 
f(% + WM) =f(x,) + w(xcJT&%) + o(a) >f(x,) + ~m,)Tg(x,) 
for CI > 0 small enough. Therefore there exists C? in such that 
Hence f(xk + c(g(xk)) > tirg(xk)Tg(xk) for sufficiently large k, we have 
OI(X~) 2 L? which contradicts the fact that a(xJ + 0. Therefore there exists 
a* such that a(x) 2 a* for all XE V(X). Then O(p, 0) #O for every 
p E [0, cr*] n P and every XE V(X); i.e., (Q(p, .) / p E P} is uniformly 
regular on X. 
Hl(iii) is satisfied from the definition of {Q(p, .) 1 p E P}. 
To show that {sZ(p, .) 1 p E P} is pseudo upper continuous on X\M, let 
p>O, {G,N)+xEX\M {yk,N}+y, and y,~Q(p,x,), we have 
f(yk) af(xk) +~rg(x~)~g(x~) for each k. It follows that f(y) af(x)+ 
prg(x)Tg(x) >f(x) since g(x) #O. Thus Hl(iv) is satisfied. 
6.2. A Variable Metric Algorithm with Inexact Line Search 
As in [S], AL2 can lead to Zangwill’s well-known theorem for the 
convergence of some optimization algorithms, and it is not difficult to show 
that the penalty function method can be modelized with AL2. Now we 
provide another application of AL2. 
Let us consider also the problem of maximizing a continuously differen- 
tiable function f in E”, as in [3]. Assume that {Hk, N} is a sequence 
of positive definite matrices, and both { )IH,Ij, N} and { (1 Hk’ 11, N} are 
bounded, where II.11 is the 2-norm of matrices. We denote by g(x) the 
gradient of f, and let r: E + (0, 1) be a continuous function (we usually 
take r(.) a constant in (0, 1) as in Section6.1) and ol= (2-l / iEN}. 
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The variable metric algorithm with inexact line search is described as 
follows: 
Take any xi E E” as an initial point. 
Step k: If g(xk) = 0, then stop. Otherwise take 
where 
@k = max{M e a 1 f(xk + aHk g(xk)) >f(xk) + ur(2-k) g(Xk)*Hk g(xk). 
End of step k. 
Suppose X= (xe En I f(xk)3f(xi)} is bounded. If we take r( .) = 
r E (0, l), then it is easy to see that the above algorithm is a particular case 
of AL2 by defining M= {xEXI g(x)=O), P= (O)u& /I=$ and the 
family of point-to-set maps as follows: 
H(O,x)=(y~Xlf(y)>f(x)} for x~X, 
Hh x) = {YExl .f(y)3f(x)+r%(x) g(X)*&g(X)} 
if xEX\M 
X\M if xEM, 
where pk = 2-k and c(k(x) = maX{Ct E a 1 f(X) + dk&‘(X)) > f(X) + 
rcrg(x)THk g(x)). 
Without loss of generality, suppose X\M# 0. Now let us show that H2 
is satisfied. First of all, x $ H(0, x) for all x E X, and if H(0, x*) = @, then 
x* is a globe optimal point off (its existence follows from the boundedness 
of X) and g(x*)=O, so H2(i) is satisfied. 
The definition of c(~(x) implies that x+ c(~(x) Hkg(x)~ H(p,, x) for all 
x E X\M and all k E N. It follows that the family { H(p, .) 1 p E P} is 
uniformly regular on X. 
It is easy to see that H2(iii) is satisfied by the definition of 
P(P, .I I P E Pb 
Finally we show that the family (H(p, . ) / p E P) is upper continuous on 
X\M. Let {xk, N} +xEX\M, {yk> Nj -+ y, {Pk. N} -0, y,EH(pk, x,); 
we show that y E H(0, x), i.e., f(y) >f(x). 
Since both { llHkl/, N} and { llH;lll, N} are bounded, there exists a 
positive definite matrix H and a subsequence N, s N such that 
{lIH~ll, N,) + H. F or sufficiently small c1> 0, we have 
f(x + cWdx)) 2.0~) + Mx)THg(x) + 4cO 
>f(x) + wr(x)THg(x). 
Therefore there exists Cr E 6K such that 
f(x + EHg(x)) >f(x) + Crrg(x)THg(x). 
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Note that {f(xk + iHk g(x)), Nl > + f(x + ~Hg(x)) and {f(xk + 
W(xk)THkg(xk), Nl} -f(x)+@rg(x)Tf-Mx); we havef(xk+zHkg(xk))> 
f(xk) + tirg(xk)THk g(xk) for sufftciently large k E N. Hence ak(xk) > cl for 
k E N1 large enough. Furthermore, f( yk) >f(xk) + rcLk(xk) g(xk)= H, g(xk) 
> f(xk) + r&g(x,)TH, g(xk), it follows that f(y) af(x) + rcLg(x)=Hg(x) > 
f(x) by taking k -+ co, which shows that H2(iv) is satisfied. 
6.3. Applications of AL3 
It is easy to see that Algorithm A2 of [S] is a particular case of AL3 and 
the corresponding hypotheses imply H3, so the linearized method of 
centers with partial linearization and the algorithm of Demiyanov for 
subdifferentiable optimization are applications of AL3. 
Now we modelize with AL3 the variable metric algorithm with inexact 
line search given in subsection 6.2 by defining 
1 HE.#,kEN,xEX Y= VM-4, H, g(x) 
X, M, and P as in 6.2 and 
Q,(O,x)= {f@(x) I HE%} 
Q, (ok, xl = {f&c g(x)) for 
for XEX, 
XEX; 
Q2(0,-?4= x 
{ 
WXIf(.Y)>f(x)l if g(x)‘d> 0 
otherwise 
Q,(Pk? 4 4 = 
{Y~XIf(y)2f(x)+r(pk)ch(x)g(x)Td} if g(x)Td>O 
x otherwise 
for (x, d)~Xx Y, where ~~=2-~ and 
ak(x)=max(aE6t ( f(x+d)>,f(x)+r(pk)ug(x)Td}. 
The upper continuity of {Q, (p, . ) I p E P> is obvious. We show that 
GMP, .) I PEPI is upper continuous. Let {x,, N} + x, {dk, N} + d, 
(Pk, N} 40, { yk, N) + y, and ykEaZ(pk, xk, dk). Without 1OSS Of 
generality, we can suppose that g(x)Td>O. Note that 
f(x + ad) = f(x) + crg(x)rd+ o(u) > f(x) + w(0) g(x)Td, for a>0 
small enough, so there exists CC a such that 
f(x + Ed) > f(x) + C(O) g(x)Td. 
We have 
ftXk + Edk) >fcxk) + ar(pk) dxklTdk 
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and g(xk)Tdk > 0 for sufficiently large k E N. Therefore Q(x~) 2 2 and 
f(yk)~f(Xk)+r(Pk)tlk(Xk)g(Xk)Tdk~f(Xk)+r(Pk)~g(Xk)Tdk 
and it follows that 
Hence y E Q, (0, x, d). 
It is not difficult to verify the other conditions of H3 if X is assumed to 
be bounded. 
As a conclusion, two kinds of continuity of a family of point-to-set maps 
are considered: pseudo upper continuity which was first propose by Denel 
relating to a p-decreasing family, and upper continuity which was first 
proposed by M. Yue relating to a p-increasing family (although he did not 
use this term). We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for extending 
a family of point-to-set maps to a family of point-to-set maps with these 
two continuity properties with the help of auxiliary functions and then give 
the abstract algorithms and their global convergence theorems under the 
two continuity hypotheses. Applications in mathematical programming are 
provided; one of them, i.e., the variable metric method can be obtained by 
neither Denel’s method of p-decreasing family of point-to-set maps nor 
M. Yue’s method of p-increasing family of point-to-set maps. 
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